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1 - Party night

Sonic and co. are living at the Thorndyke villa.

* Amy comes into the living room *

Amy : guys…… great news

Sonic: What would that be…...

Amy : were going to a party tonight and Chris wants us all to look our best

Sonic : count me out

Amy: what ??

Knuckles : me too… ive never been a guy for fancy parties

Amy: *sigh* well you two will just have to watch over the chao then….

Sonic: simple enough

Knuckles: they never given us any trouble before….

Amy: see ya

* Amy is walking in the main hall *

Amy: im going to teach those two a lesson

Cream: what are you talking about Amy

Amy: gather all of cheeses friends cream ive got to tell them something, there going to cause trouble for
those two….



* everyone is ready to go *

Amy and cream : see ya later guys 

Chris and tails : yep see ya later

Sonic : don't worry we will be just fine

Knuckles: enjoy ^.^ don't worry we will keep them out of 

trouble

Amy and cream : *giggle*

What do Amy and cream have planned for sonic and knuckles ??

END OF EPISODE

 



2 - The first chao

Knuckles and Sonic flop onto the couch 

Knuckles : so what will it be this time , put them to work, or lock them in the cupboard ???

Sonic : nah… let them hang around for a while

Knuckles: what can they do???

* A crash is heard from the kitchen *

Knuckles : what the hell was that….??

Sonic: oh no….the chaos, if anything happens to them Amy and cream will have our heads.

* Sonic and knuckles run into the kitchen to see plates and mugs smashed all over the floor*

Sonic : Why me ??

* A chao is seen throwing another plate onto the floor *

Sonic and knuckles : ARRR

* they both dive to catch the plate and more and more are thrown on top of them and the plates pile up*

Sonic : This is beginning to look like something from tom and jerry…

Knuckles : shut up and keep catching !!!!

*eventually the plates run out and knuckles and sonic are out of breath*

Sonic : ok …. What's going on?? you lot behave yourselves were in charge here !!!!!

* a chao throws a mug at sonic and it knocks him out *

Knuckles : Sonic !!!! Ok come on, give me the mugs, nice and slowly…

* The chao bites knuckles hand *

Knuckles : ARRRRRRRRRRRR



Oh no !!!! seems the guys are in for one heck of a night ….

END OF EPISODE

 



3 - The second chao

* Sonic gets up *

Sonic : ouch, Knuckles what happened to you??

Knuckles : one of those little rats bit me that's what…

Sonic: I think ive got a concussion….

* Knuckles dives at the chao that bit him *

Knuckles : come here you little !!!!!!

* Knuckles gets hold of the chao by the back of the neck and throws it into the cupboard and
locks the door *

Knuckles : well … there's that sorted

Sonic : and there usually so nice….

* They both return to the living room and turn on the TV *

Sonic : World record ??? …… bah , that guy isn't going half as fast as me….

* a chao steals the remote and begins flicking through the 

channels* 

Knuckles : what the???

Sonic : hey….come back here with that you !!!!

*the chao fly's into amys room and the guys stop*

Knuckles : well ?? aren't you going to get it ??

Sonic : are you kidding , im not going in there , ill come out pink !!!

Knuckles : well if you do it, I will too

Sonic : ok then …..



* Knuckles walks into the room and sonic slams the door on him*

Knuckles : HEY !!! Let me out of here !!!!

Sonic : Sorry knuckles, but im not partial to pink 

Knuckles : *mumbling* you cheating, blue, spiky little…

* knuckles makes his way to the bed where the remote is lying*

Knuckles : there , now to get out of this pink prison

* numerous chaos come from under the bed with evil smiles and 

attack knuckles*

Knuckles : ARRRRRRRRRR

How will knuckles get out of this one ???

END OF EPISODE

 

 

 



4 - One big chao

* Knuckles is shouting for sonic to come and help him *

Sonic : ok…..just stop shouting

Knuckles : hurry up *ouch* there biting me *OUCH*

*sonic runs in with the vacuum cleaner and vacuums up all the chaos*

Sonic: do you think they will get out??

Knuckles : im going to feel that for a week *ouch*

Sonic ; lets put this lot in the cupboard too just to be sure

*They run downstairs and put the vacuum into reverse and it blows them all into the cupboard*

Knuckles : we cant keep them all in here forever you know…

Sonic : we can until Chris and the others come home, im going to get a restraining order on chao.

* They return to the living room (again) and begin to watch the TV*

Sonic : im hungry, are you

Knuckles : yer, come on we don't have to starve…

* In the kitchen *

Sonic : Pizza and chilli dogs here I come !!!!

Knuckles : im going to have a sandwich !!

* Knuckles opens the fridge *

Knuckles : ARRRRRR

* a chao is sat in the fridge eating the last slice of whatever it can find*

Sonic : ITS EATEN EVERYTHING !!!!

* The chao is so heavy it can hardly fly and it crashes to the ground *



Knuckles : Whoa !!! Mega chao

*The chao gives Sonic and knuckles a hungry look and moves

 towards them* 

Sonic and knuckles: …..…… I suggest we run !!!!

Keep on running guys that chao looks hungry !!!!

END OF EPISODE

 



5 - The chase

* Sonic and knuckles run into the living room and knuckles grabs onto the light and sonic sits on a wall
light *

Sonic : at least were too high for it to get us ….

Knuckles : yes but there's no way we can stop that thing, its 

insane !!!

* The chao begins to take bites out of the light knuckles is holding on to*

Knuckles : ARRR go away hedgehog tastes better than echidna !!

Sonic :…………

*Knuckles fall off the light onto the floor and begins running 

franticly around the room with the chao close behind*

Sonic : Knuckles ive got an idea

Knuckles : well hurry up im close to being chao food !!!

* Sonic runs towards the cupboard while knuckles is being chased*

Sonic : HEY knuckles lead it over here !!!!

Knuckles : I wish I gotten life insurance !!!

* Knuckles runs towards sonic and quickly dodges the cupboard door , sonic opens it and the chao falls
in *

Sonic : Knuckles hold the door !!!!

* Sonic bolts everything he can onto the door *

Sonic : good thing we installed all those locks last time we looked after charmy…

* They collapse onto the floor *

Sonic : why did they choose today to go crazy ??



Knuckles : They never did this to us before 

Sonic : yer I think they……..hey why did you say hedgehog tastes better than echidna anyway , were you
trying to get me killed ??

Knuckles: ……. don't take it personally….

* Sonic and knuckles begin to shout at each other then they realise there both too tired and fall asleep
on the floor*

Well seems the nights over but more story is still to come

END OF EPISODE 

 



6 - At the end of it all

* Chris and everyone else are home and they walk into the living room to see Sonic and knuckles on the
floor asleep *

Amy : Sonic………….

Cream : Knuckles……….

Amy and cream : SONIC , KNUCKLES !!!!

Sonic and knuckles : ARRRRRR GIANT CHAO !!!!

* They land on the floor on their heads *

Knuckles : ouch ….

Sonic : guys …. Tell me you didn't open the cupboard …

Amy : we did there was a bunch of chaos in there

Sonic : There all crazy , they attacked us and bit knuckles

* The chaos that were locked in the cupboard come up from behind Amy looking as cute as ever *

Chaos : CHAO !!!

Sonic : There faking it they were insane , and YOU *sonic points at a little green chao* you tried to eat
us

Amy : That's ridiculous sonic !!! How could something this small eat something as big as you !!!

Sonic : He wasn't small he was HUGE !!!! *puts hands in the air*

Knuckles : Its true he chased me around this room !!!!

Cream : that's silly , forget about it you two are the crazy ones !!

Sonic and knuckles :…….

LATER

Sonic : was it real or were we dreaming ??



Knuckles : how should I know ??

* Amy runs in all excited *

Amy: guys were all going out ag…….

Sonic : GRAB YOU COAT KNUCKLES

Knuckles : RIGHT BEHING YOU !!!!

* They both shoot out the door *

Amy : ??????? 0___0

END
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